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}l6stract 
Medical Diagnosis using Data Mining cchniquc is a y tern in ifi II 
facilitates the data mining technique in predicting the appropri t .. drug 
prescription of certain condition f patient . he report will fir. ti r th 
inductor f data mining and th vcrvicw f th verall tern n it al 
reviewed about the data mining paradigm. 
econdly, this report will review the literature part which start d with asic 
kn wledge f data mining and knowing what the ba ic inf rrnati n a ut data 
mining. At the end f thi · part will r icv cd and ·tudi .d ab ut the data mining 
algorithm that gathered from the re .car h mad earli ir, 
Then f II wed by the meth do! g part a the ccnari f th· pr jeer and the 
sy tern analy i , which will re icw th nc d d r uir im int · and tools us cl t 
h tern cl. ign part will c plain. th. no and 
fun ti n lit fthe s tern tru turc, 
Then, the tern impl nncntation part · lain · th· s ·I • led t ols .hos ·n for 
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System testing then was done for checking and detecting error r malfun rion 
of the system. 
The final part is generally the verall system cvaluati n and the n lu. i n of 
the whole project which explains the strength and the limitati n f the tern. 
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Cfiapter 1 - Introduction 
1.1 Project Overview 
The era of inf rmation techn log set th trend f u inc rel n th 
importance of data and information. ata ha bee me the m alua I 
resource for a company be idc impl rnenting bu ine luti n and 
autornati n, which is crucial in maximizing pr du ti it and pr 1l. ·1 e hnique 
that extract the es encc b in data gi c the ad antage in gaining m re 
profit t th e wh0 practi c g d data man a zcmcnt ath er th 11 
n t take the opportunit pr ided. u h II v ill I a m r 
pr blem uch a. data vcrwhclming and in rmati n c hau lion. 
nc soluti n ffercd y th i data mining. I ata mining gi c it 
practitioner the step ah 'ad th iir ompetitor whcr th businc · i · t in ' t 
rca h th ir u ·t mer· an fu) ill th iir nc ds, Thi de ·I . a r loti n oil I th 
cust mer-busine: · relati nship . me of the .nefit: c 1 ··1 db dutu n11n1t1 • r 
targ t marketing ust m r retenti n prediction and ust m 11 l1ltn1,' lu h 
\ ill be I. U.'S .d unh ·r m f'. 
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Hopefully this thesis can help businesses t practice data. driven rnarketin 
where information is extracted from the data warehouse and it objcctiv i t 
maximize business revenue while minimizing c st. H pcfully, th 
will experience some sort of per onalizcd catering f their need r bu in 
recognition and customers will be le annoyed by ridicul u mad b . 
1.2 Project Definition 
Medical iagn i u ing data mining tc hniqu a to I u ing th data min inu 
technique in pre cribing the appr priatc drug pr cripti n or th pati nt that 
arc uffering fr m th same illnc cs. 
he y tern will i t in giving the appr priatc drug pr ri tion sin · 
different patient will interact with dim rent drug ba ed n their c nditi ns. 
his mean that di Icrent r pati ·nt uffer the sam illncs ics and 
rnptorn but will interact r r sp nd t different d e' r drug i en ba cd n 
ertain c nditi n . he nduion f the ati nt her ar \ the sex, re. bl 
pr sur , the h le tcr 11 • •I an th .r s mpu ms r 11 t d t th illness. 
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Medical Diagnosis using data mining technique will al figur d out whi ·h 
drug will be appropriate for the future patient based on the p tt rn r th 
results of the data mining technique d ne to the previ u data on the patient. 
This will helps the medical expert t pr diet the more uitable drug 
prescriptions t different patients. 
1.2.1 he ata Mining Paradigm 
ata mining i con idered a, th identif ation r information nut iet r 
deci i n-making kn wledge f rm large dat ba e . ata minin luti n are 
b c ming m r and more p pular in ur m rkct, whi h m an that th data 
mining oluti n d play an imp rtant r le in usine • 
decision supp rt tern. e pitc thi , tati ti al mcth d arc till \ idel u .d t 
predict cu torner behavi r r ther deci i 
u ed r targ ting marketing cff rt f r me time n w and ha· r 
eff ctivenes . Thi th is intend differcntiat tati tical m th d s and ta 
n 
mining te hni uc a ' ell a t iv alternati · ·olut1 n f r u. mes s, ' hi h 
i ca ier to u · , fo t ·r and st Ifc u . 
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1.2.2 Project Limitations and oal 
This thesis intends to provide medical inf rmation especially in pre cribinu th 
drug prescriptions and the patient behavioral. It help mcdi I c: p rt 
understand their patient resp nd a ed n their certain nditi n. hi 
behavioral understanding i the essence f tar icted marketing 
driven marketing. nly uggc t an ihcr meth din giving the m re appr priatc 
drug pre cripti n , n t to repla e the exi ting data mining ap lie ti n . ut if 
tlii'" pr jeer is a succe , m re re earch a 1 be made to r idc new reliable and 
intere ting y tern. 
The y tern had a lirnitati II in pre cribin I the dru I f r a r ticnt that u Cl 10) 
r m certain illne c , c au i there arc n u illnc c , it will ta 
many parameters t be input in the alg rithm. 
1.3 Projc t bj ti c 
In general, the 
help and 1 ts r data 
st m thnt an 
Ill d •; Im 1 \ ith 
pre: .ribin 1 ru 1 f r th' pnu nt s that cun s .,, • · ·n bcu ·1 
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The specific objectives of this thesis are as foll w : - 
I. Implement a system, which facilitate the pr cc f medic I dia rn i in 
this case the drug prescriptions by using technique derived fr m dat 
mining activitie . 
2. The sys tern i able m g1 ving the right d cs f dru l ba cd n the 
condition of the patient and al able t pre crib the drug r the utur 
patient. 
3. ystem w uld be a le t tran f rm all the medical data int m re 
valuable inf rrnati n in re cnting the p tt m of data u ing the data 
mining tc hnique . 
4. To achieve and rcprc cnt them dical inf rmati n int rn rem anin zful 
knowl dgc in giving predicti n and a i t m di al pert in term 
pr ... cribing the appropriate drug f r their patient. 
5. T apply the c nc pt I artif i In ur I nctw rk ANN rn lata minin '· 
1.4 Proj t op s 
.'{CJ11 j • tnt mdc r )f th ' mark un I ( 'UJ11 ( 1 lw 11 pll ·u11 m 
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of this system so assumptions made t limit the scope and c pa ilitie of thi 
system. 
I. Assuming that all the data in the database had been c n ertcd t 
ASCII's files or "Flat file ". 
2. The output of data mining technique uch a the Pr dicti 
gives the a Items of data, and the u er ha to interact v ith th: 
inf rrnati n. Data mining just gi en the valuabl • inf rmati n fr the 
user to interact with it. 
3. ome rt r ur ey/ ca e tud d ne where UC ti nnairc ran 
particular d ta nal I have been made. I alizc that ala 1. ' rr · t 
where n i c recepti n mu t cc n idcred. 
4. he use other rncth d t upp rt that crall de I I n upport tern 
is highly recommended rather than using thi 
pr duct. 
5. Will u e me rt f u er ntr I ·r th · t irn. N t a tan al nc 
a tand-al nc 
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1.5 Expected Outcome 
Before coming out with the expected outcome f this pr jeer, there a w factor 
that need to be considered such as amount of time to c mparc the pr jcct and 
the resources available. Below is some of the expe ted utc m of the pr j t. 
• Implementing the s stem that can as i t the medical p rt 11 
prescn ing the drug for the patient. 
• Provid the pattern C th rnedi al in mati n that ha been 
analyzing from the medical data and then make prcdi ti n 
ba cd n the pattern or kn v ledge. 
• Able to mca ure the patt ms of data and then con ·rt it int 
more meaningful informati n and n wled ie. 
• he final implementation h uld all w th' future cnhancem nt 
as well a additional modul •st in rca sc the fun tionalit of the 
sy tern. U
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1.6 Project Schedule 
Project scheduling plays an important role in planning and developing the entire 
project. It specifies all the activities involve in the project development and the 
duration of time for each activity to successfully implement in the project. 
Figure shows an example of Gantt chart on my project schedule. This is the 
project planning for the whole system to take place. 
) TaskfiSrre Ari sh Illfiioo 
Req.irtmrt cnaysis ~ S'4'2002 13.6N 
Sjstan [a;igi f!JaY2fJJ2. 11/82XI2 11w 
coo~ 11/4'2002 1rYXm 9N 
Sjstan test 12/162X12 1/1Y.nl3 4.C.V 
) $fstaTI M:irunc:rce 12/31/aX12 214/AJ:J3 5.2.v 
) $fstaTI D:n.mrtaiai 71212fJJ2. 1/3112Il3 ~.SN 
- - --~ - ·- ., ) .. ,..,, ~ -  - ----) - 
Figure 1.1: Gantt chart Un
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1. 7 Report Layout 
The purpose of this thesis layout or the report layout is to give an overal I 
overview of the major contents, which will be included and involved during the 
development of this project. 
Part 1: Introduction 
To gives an overview of the project, which included the pr ject 
definition, project objectives, project cope , project schedule that 
specifies the activities that must be completed and expected utcome. 
Part 2: Literature Reviews 
ln this chapter, gives a brief cxplanati n n topic re earched and 
studied that are relevant to this project. lt will ii cus on data mining 
process and their techniques and also algorithms as well as th arch 
behavior in order to design the optimize perf rmance appr priat t 
them. 
Part 3: Methodology 
mpha izcd on method log and ch en mod 'I l de cl p th· rojc t 
as well as the development tools. This hapt ... r f ·u ·s on th· mo I ·I 
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chosen to develop and explain the benefits and why it is chosen as miles 
stones. It also shows on how data mining techniques interact with the 
model. 
Part 4: System Analysis and Requirements 
Emphasized and explains how the requirements for this project were 
required and the analysis of the results. Besides that, it also analyst the 
development tools that are available and then choose the best tools of 
software to develop the system. 
Part 5: System Design 
This chapter explains the conceptual and techni al de ign pr cc s f the 
system. It will include the database and repor1 . 
Part 6: System Implementation 
This chapter emphasis on the implementation to I u e to reate the 
whole system. In this cases, Jementinc ata Mining luti n, Vi uni 
C++ and Microsoft Foundati n la c (MF ) u d t de cl p the 
system. 
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Part 7: System Testing 
This chapter explains the testing done to the system which includes the 
source code examining, test cases, unit testing and testing the reliability 
of the output resulted from the system. 
Part 8: System Evaluation 
Explanations about the evaluation of the overall system including the 
system strength and limitations, the future enhancement can be done. 
The chapter also emphasis on the other issue like the pr blem faced 
when developing the system. 
Part 9: Conclusion 
The chapter i an overview f the y tern and c nclu i n ab ut the 
project for the under-graduated tudent. This section allow the tudent 
to suggest any suggestion or approach in order t enhance the efficiency 
of the project for the future student. 
11 
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Chapter 2 - Literature (J(eview 
The main purpose of literature review is to find any related information about 
the system that we intend to develop. By gathering all the information, a better 
product can be developed. Selecting the better software, tools, and approaches 
is important for a best outcome and also meet the specification requirements. 
Without this analysis, we would not be able to identify the str ngths and 
weaknesses of each tool. 
Data mining definition that has been stated as the main techniques will be used 
in most of the discussion in material that have been reviewed. It will e a ba c 
line throughout this project, but will not show how the define it and why it is 
defined like that. ln the following discussion, we will concert m re n the 
process of data mining. 
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What is Data Mining? 
By referring the book of Mastering Data Mining: The Art and Science of 
Customer Relationship Management by Michael J .A. berry and Gordon 
Linoff, the definition of data mining stated as 
Data mining is the process of exploration and analysis, by aw matic or 
semi-automatic means, of large quantities of data in order to discover 
meaningful pauerns and rules. 
In other words, data mmmg is the semi-automatic discovery of patterns, 
associations, changes, anomalie , rules, and tati tically ignificant tructurc 
and events in data. That is, data mining attempts to extract knowledge fr m 
data. 
Data rrurung is about finding interest structures in data which may c 
interpreted as knowledge about the data r may be u cd t predict event relat d 
to the data. These structures take the form of patterns, whi h arc on 1 , 
descriptions of the data set. Data mining make the c ploration and e pl itati n 
of large databases easy, convenient, and practi al f r tho wh ha e d ta but 
not year of training 111 tati tic or data anal sis. 
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The "knowledge" extracted by a data mining algorithm can be many forms and 
any use. It can be in the form at a set of rules, a decision tree, a regression 
models, or a set of associations, among many other possibilities. It may be used 
to produce summaries of data or to get insight into previously unknown 
correlations. It also may be used to predict events related to the data - for 
example, missing values, records for which some information is not known, and 
so forth. 
Data mining differs from traditional statistic in several ways: formal stati tic 
inference is assumption driven in the sen e that a hy thesis is formed and 
validated against the data. Data mining in contrast i di overy driven in the 
sense that patterns and hypothesis are automatically extracted rom data. crial 
other way, data mining is data driven, while statistic i human driv n. he 
branch of statistic that data mining resembles most is exploratory data analy is, 
although this field, like most of the rest at statistic, ha een fi cu ed n data 
sets for smaller than most that use the target of data mining re searchers. 
Data mining also differs from traditional tatistic in that. metime the 1 al i 
to extract qualitative model which can ea ii e tran lated int I gi al rule r 
11 
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visual representations; m this sense data mmmg is human centered and is 
sometimes coupled with human-computer interfaces research. 
Data mining is a step in the data mining process, which is an interactive, semi- 
automated process which with new data. Results of the data mining process 
may be in gusts, rules, or predictive models. 
2.1 Data Mining Process 
Through some references, concluded that data mining process behaved like 
software lifecycle, cycling through four main processes. Here are the four 
processes: - 
• Business problem identification 
• Data transformation 
• Act to the result 
• Measurement Un
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Business Problem 
Identification 
- Where analyzing data can 
provide value 
Measurement on the 
Result; 
- Of yours efforts to provide 
insight on how to exploit 
your data 
Data Transformation 
- Into actionable 
information 
<-·.:J 
Act to the Result 
-Prediction of data mining 
model 
Figure 2.1: Data Mining Process 
2.1. 1 Problem Identification 
In business, people who understanding the busines arc alway con idered a 
domain experts. Meaning, the c pe pl wh we need to a k for the re I pro lcm 
need to be solved. In this stage, ornrnunicau n kill needed an the 
communication may bee me a great challenge. 
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In our case, technically, who is the domain expert? These people can be web 
master, .com company technical analyzer or even CEO's. 
Here are the questions that need to be answered after this stage. 
• Is the data mining effort really necessary? 
• Who is the group or segment of people are really need it? 
• What are the relevant business rules? 
• What is the data source? It is valid or meaningful enough for data 
mining? 
• What experience of these people related to the prob I m? 
2.1.2 Transforming Data into Actionable Results 
The most important of data mining is to transfer data int actionable result . 
The goal is to build a data mining models. Illustrated are the basic step taken t 
transforms data into actionable results. 
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Add Derived 
~ Variables 
Identify Data . 
Requirements 1r 
I . Create Model Set , 
If the data is 
not available 
1 • 
i Choose Modeling Obtain Data ~ Technique ~ Je ~ 
iok 
~ . 
I 
If new or 
If the data 
enhanced data 
would 
values don't improve Train Model - 
look correct 
,
oerformances 
" 
Validate, Check 
Explore, Clean - Perf rmance f 
f)::it::i Mnrl<'I 
lf new derived 
variable would 
improve 
performance 
If another 
technique or 
parameter 
w uld improve 
performance 
If new egrnentation 
or oversampling 
would improve 
performances 
Transpose Data 
1r 1 
hoose the est 
Model 
Figure 2.2: Transforming Data into Actionabl R suit 
1. Identify and obtain data - the fir t tep in the modeling r e : arc 
identifying and obtain the right data. Thi data brained h uld m et the 
requirement f r olving our pr blcm. 
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2. Validate and change the data - data is validated and clean by 
considering data type and range. This existing of a particular field in a 
particular record is also considered. 
3. Reorder the data to the right level - data mining need to work on 
individual rows of data, which describe a particular subject or incident. 
For example, data describing a web document must in a single row. In 
our case, the row may consist of UML, file format and size. 
4. Add derived variables - derived variables have values based on 
combinations of other values inside the data. For instance, total number 
of drug prescript is important in our case. 
5. Prepared the model set - the model set is the data that i u ed to 
actually build the data mining models. Models set may c divided to 
training, test, and evaluation sets. Training et i u cd t er ate a rn dcl 
while the others are used to refine, test and evaluate the result model. 
6. Choose the modeling technique and train the model - modeling 
technique like decision tree, clustering, and neural netw rk will u cd 
to train the model by using the model et data as input. The c thr e 
techniques will be di cu sed later in thi chapter. 
7. Check performance of the model - different wa s f c aluaun t the 
outcome and cumulative gain hart i a s to m ur • the 
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performance of different models. In order to do so, evaluate set (an 
unused set of data) is used. 
2.1.3 Acting to the results 
In this stage, result can be seen from the prediction of data mining model. All 
we used to do is to solve our problem by using three results. 
In our context, problem can be gaining some busines or technical knowledge. 
For example, we can identify the user access pattern on website. Also the result 
may just used to make a decision whatever we need to drop a file or not depend 
on the accesses of users. This is considered as one-time results. The re ult may 
also use as prediction following the time line - periodic pr diction . Them dcl 
may be used to determine the number f access to particular web page or site 
periodically. Lastly, the result may be used as feedback on a data mining 
process where the data need to be fixed, validated, and clean. 
() 
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2.1.4 Measuring the model's effectiveness 
In previous section, evaluation by using confusion matrix and cumulative gains 
chart has been introduced. It is a wav to evaluate but not measure. Our measure 
here is to compare the real and actual world with the predicted results. Let say, 
as an example here, a number of patients has been diagnosed and given the 
appropriate drug for their symptoms in certain time duration. After the 
prediction, we will measure accuracy by compare the figure to the real one. 
In future discussion to differential the evaluation stage and measurern nt tage 
Figure is collected from references. This figure show ix months of hi torical 
data is used as a training set- data that used to create model. And P is u cd a 
evaluation set- data set that used to evaluate m del. In the la t time lin , the P 
here is not an evaluation set, it may be considered as m asurement et r 
predicted set. This set is the results of the prediction done by data mining 
model. We call it measurement set because me may have an actual et t 
measure the accuracy of the model. 
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JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV 
Model Set 
6 5 4 3 2 I p 
6 5 4 3 2 I p 
Score Set 
6 5 4 3 2 1 p 
Table 2.3: Time line chart shows score set and model set of data mining 
model 
2.2 Data Mining Technique 
Data mining technique determine how the case for a data-mining m del are 
analyzed. Data mining model technique pr vide the decision-making 
capabilities that needed to be clarify, segment, associate, and analyze data f r 
the processing of data mining columns that provide predictive, variance, or 
probability information about the case set. 
Here, we will discuss 3 categorie of data mining algorithm , hi h arc 
• Decision Tree 
• Clustering 
• Neural Network. 
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2.2.1 Decision Tree 
Decision tree is a very well known algorithm use in one form or another by 
almost all commercially available data mining tools. Decision tree algorithms 
are recommended for predictive task that require a classification-oriented. In 
general, this technique builds a tree that will predict the value of a colwnn 
based on the remaining columns in the training set. Therefore, each node in the 
tree represents a particular case for a column. 
Decision tree will make the decision on where to place this node. And fi r a 
node at a difficult depth than its siblings may represent different ca e of each 
column. For instance, consider the following training table. 
Share Files User Scanner Infected Before Risk 
Yes Yes No l Iigh 
Yes No No High 
No No Yes Medium 
Yes Yes Ye w - 
Yes Yes N igh -- 
No I Yes No 1- -·- Yes No Yes I ligh 
Table 2.4: Training ruble ford ision tr · 
For this training data, the following dcci non tree ma bi; pr du .cd 
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A 11 l Isers 
TRTTF 
Shared Fi les 
TRTJF 
T Iser Scanner 
l.ow 
FAT.SF 
I Iser Scanner 
Me:clinm 
FAT.SF 
TRl IF 
T n fecred Re for . Infected Before 
I Iioh 
determining their risk or c mputer iru effect i 
Hi oh II i oh 
Figure 2.5: Decision Tr c 
As conclusion on igure, for users that hare file, the m st imp rtant fact r fr 
er canner. F r u. er h 
didn't hare files, the mo t important factor is Infected Before. 'l J11s shewn that 
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a column may be used at more than 011e location in the tree, and its importance 
in the prediction may therefore change. 
2.2. l .1 When to use Decision Tree 
Decision tree can be used under the following circumstances: - 
• When to reliably apply the representation scheme to a set of data that 
reflect a group of potential customers. 
• When want to simplify the mix attributes and categories to stay with the 
essential ones needed to make the predictions. 
• When want to explore data to identify important variables in a data ct 
that can eventually be used asa target. 
2.2.2 Clustering 
Clustering in data mining context is defined as: - 
"Clustering algorithm is an expectation method. It u e iterati e refinement 
techniques to group records into clusters that similar, prcdicta le char tcri tic" 
lustering according to imilarity is a cry powerful technique the kc t it 
being able to translate some intuitive rnea .ure f .irrularu Ill l ·1 quantuauv e 
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measure. When leaving is unsupervised then the system has to discover its own 
classes. The system has to discover subsets of related objects in the training set 
and then it has to find descriptions that describe each of these subsets. 
There are number of approaches for forming dusters. One approach is to form 
rules, which dictate membership in the same group based on the level of 
similarity between members. Another approach is to build set functi n that 
measure some property of partitions as functions of some parameters of the 
partition. 
For example, suppose that a travel firm wants to determine relation hip 
between age of visitor and the places visited. A model set training ct) i 
shown in figure. 
>o .c 
Q. 
l! 
Cl 
0 cu 
Cl 
•••• 
0 10 20 30 40 50 
I •Canada Moxlco J 
Figure 2.6: Exanple graph on Cl CfJing 
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By this example, the cluster of data can be observed. This training set is only 
consists of two fields- two dimension. For data with higher dimensions, plotting 
the data in this manner may not be convenient or may be impossible. The 
clustering techniques in data mining tools will automatically find the way to 
cluster for data with higher dimensions. 
2.2.2.1 When to use Clustering 
Clustering is the best choice of algorithm when there is a large quantity of data 
that has a high degree ot logical structure and many variables. 
Clustering can be used to: - 
1. Visualize relationship. 
A point chart or graph can be generated to di play the m del. A 
visual display allows a user t ee imilaritic am ng record at a 
glance. 
11. Highlights anomalies. 
The graph make ea y to cc the record that d n't fit tl. 
7 
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111. Create samples for other data-mining efforts. 
To targets this group, instead of choosing known categories, 
clustering algorithm is applied and then cases present in more 
meaningful nodes are chosen. 
2.2.3 Neural Networks 
Neural networks are among the most complicated of the classification and 
regression algorithms. Although training a neural network can be time 
consuming, a trained neural network can speedily make predictions for new 
cases. 
Neural networks have brood applicability to real w rid businc s pr blern and 
have already seen successfully applied in many industries. in c neural 
networks are the best at identifying patterns or trend in data, they are well 
suited for prediction or forecasting needs including: 
• takes forecasting 
• Industrial proce s control 
• ... u tomer re earch 
• ata validation 
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• Risk management 
• Target marketing, etc. 
The structure of a neural network looks something like the following figure. 
Zl Z2 
Hidden laver 
Xl X2 X3 X4 XS 
Figure 2.7: Neural Networks tructure 
The bottom layer represents the input layer (source layer), in th: ca c with 5 
inputs labeled as XI through X5. In the middle is something called the hidden 
layer, with a variables number of nodes. It in the hidden layer that pcrf rm 
much of the work of the networks. The output layer in this ease ha tw n de , 
Z 1 and Z2 representing output values we arc tr ing t determine fr m th 
inputs. For example, predict sales (output) ba ed on the past ale, pn ' and 
season (input). IN the medical a c , uch a the drug prcscripu n , th input 
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will much likely be the symptoms, age, sex, blood pressure, cholesterol level 
for certain illnesses. The outputs are certainly the appropriate drug prescriptions 
for the diagnosed patient. And the patterns (output) will help determine the 
appropriate drug for the other patient that suffers the same symptoms. 
2.2.3.1 When to use Neural Networks. 
Neural networks are a good choice for most classification and prediction ta k 
when the results of the model are more important than understanding how the 
model works. Neural networks actually represent complex mathematical 
equation, with lots of summations, exponential function and many parameter . 
Neural networks does not work well when there are many hundreds r th u and 
of input features. Large numbers of features make it m r difficult t find 
patterns and can results training phases that never converge in good oluti n . 
0 
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2.3 Others Data Mining Models and Algorithm 
There are also others method and techniques in implementing data mining used 
to mine data. Most of the models and algorithm discussed in this section can be 
taught of as generalizations of the standard workhorse of modeling, the linear 
regression model. Much effort has been expended in the statistics, computer 
science, artificial intelligence, and engineering communities to overcome the 
limitations of this basic model. The common characteristic of many of the 
newer technologies we will consider is that the patterns-finding mechanism is 
data-driven rather that user-driven. That is, the software itself based on the 
existing data rather than requiring the modeler to specify the functional form 
and interactions finds the relationships inductively. Consequently, we will need 
a variety of tools and technologies in order to find the be t possible model. 
2.3.1 Multivariate Adaptive regression Splines (MARS) 
The basic idea of MARS is quite simple while the alg rithrn it If i rath r 
involved. Very briefly, the la sification And Regres ion Tree ( 'ART 
disadvantages are taken care of by: - 
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• Replacing the continuous branching at a node with a continuous 
transition modeled by a pair of straight lines. At the end of the 
model-building process, the straight lines at each node are 
replaced with a very smooth function called a spline. 
• Not requiring that new splits be dependent on previous splits. 
Unfortunately, this means MARS loses the tree structure of CART and cannot 
produce rules. On the other hand, a mar automatically finds and lists the most 
important predictor variables as well as the interactions among predictor 
variables. MARS also plots the dependence of the response on each predictor. 
The result is an automatic non-linear step-wise regression tool. 
MARS, like most neural net and decision tree algorithms, ha a tendency t 
over fit the training data. This can provide g od prediction on the te t ct. 
Second, there are various tuning parameters in the algorithm itself that can 
cross validation. 
2.3.2 Rule Induction 
Rule induction is a method for deriving a t of rule' to .la if asc . Alth u h 
decision tree can produce a et or rules, rule induction meth d ieneratc a et r 
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independent rules, which do not necessarily (and are unlikely to) form a tree. 
Because the rule inducers is not forcing splits at each level, and can look ahead, 
it may be able to find different and sometimes better patterns for classification. 
Unlike trees, the rules generated may not cover all possible situations. Also 
un1ike trees, rules may sometimes conflict in their predictions, in which case it 
is necessary to choose which rule to follow. One common method to resolve 
conflicts is to assign a confidence to rules and use the one in which you are 
most confident. Alternatively, if more than two rules conflict, you may let them 
vote~ perhaps weighting their votes by the confidence you have in each rule. 
2.3.3 K-nearest neighbor and Memory Based Reasoning (M R) 
When trying to solve new problems, people oft.en look at lution t imilar 
problems that they have previously solved. K-nearest neighbor (k-NN i a 
classification technique that uses a version of this same meth d. rt decide in 
which class to place a new case by examining omc number- the " " in k- 
nearest neighbor -of the similar cases or neighbor . It c unts the numb ~r f 
cases for each class, and a signs the new ca e t the ame eta to which mo. t 
of its neighbor belongs. 
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y 
x 
x 
x 
x 
y 
Figure 2.8: K-nearest neighbor 
N is a new case. It would be assigned to the class X because the even X' 
within the eclipse outnumber the two Y's. 
The first thing must do to apply k-NN is to find a measure f di ranee ct ween 
attributes in the data and then calculate it. While thi i ea y for numeric data, 
categorical variables need special handling. I-or e ample, what i the di tan c 
between blue and green? You must then have a way of umrninu the di ranee 
measures for the attributes. nee you can calculate the distance bctv ccn a e , 
decide how large a neighborh od m which t d the compan ons, and al 
decide how to count the neighbor themscl cs. 
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K-NN puts a large computational load on the computer because the calculation 
time increases as the factorial of the total number of points. While it's a rapid 
process to apply a decision tree or neural net to a new case, k-NN requires that 
anew calculation be made for each new case. To speed up k-NN, frequently all 
the data is kept in memory. Memory-based reasoning usually refers to a k-NN 
classifier kept in memory. 
K-NN models are very easy to understand when they're a few predictor 
variables. There are also useful for building models that involve non-standard 
data types, such as text. The only requirement for being able to include a data 
type is the existence of an appropriate metric. 
2.3.4 Logistic Regression 
Logistic regre sion is a generalization of linear regression. ft is used primarily 
for predicting binary variables and occasionally rnulti-clas variable . ecau ·e 
the response variable is discrete, it cannot be modeled directly linear 
regression. Therefore, rather than predict whether the event itself will ccur, \ e 
build the model to predict the logarithm of the odd of it ccurrencc. hi 
logarithm is called the log odds or the logit tran form tion. 
The odds ratio: 
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Probability of an event occurring 
Probability of an event not occurring 
Has the same interpretation as in the more casual use of odds in games of 
chances or sporting events. When we say that the odds are 3 to 1 that a 
particular team will win a soccer game, we mean that the probability of their 
winning is three times as great as the probability their losing. So we believe 
they have 75% chances of winning a 25% chance of losing. Similar technology 
can be applied to the chances to a particular customer replying to a mailing. 
While logistic regression is a powerful modeling tool, it assumes that the 
response variable is linear in the coefficient f th predictor variable. 
Furthermore, the modeler, based on experience on data and data analy is, must 
choose the right inputs and specify their functional relationship to th re pon c 
variable. Additionally the modeler must explicitly add terms for any 
interactions. It is up to the model builder to search for the right variable , find 
their correct expression, and account for their po siblc interacti n . ing thi 
effectively requires a great skill and experience on the part the anal t. 
( 
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2.3.5 Discriminant Analysis 
Discriminant analysis is the oldest mathematical classification technique; it 
finds hyper-planes that separate the classes. The resultant model is very easy to 
interpret because all the user has to do is determine on which side of the line a 
point falls. Training is simple and scalable. The technique is very sensitive to 
patterns in the data. It is used very often in certain disciplines such as medicine, 
the social sciences, and field biology. 
Discriminant analysis is not popular in data mining, however, for three main 
reasons. First, it assumes that all of the predictor variables arc normally 
distributed, which may not be the case. Second, unordered categorical predictor 
variables cannot be used at all. Third, the boundaries separate the class all linear 
forms, but sometimes the data just can't be separated that way. 
Recent versions of discriminant analysis addresses some f the e pr blem 
allowing the boundaries to be quadratic as well as linear, which ignificantl 
increases the sensitivity in certain cases. There are als techniques that allow 
the normality assumption to be placed with an e ti mate f the real di stributi n. 
l 
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Ordered categorical data can be modeled by forming the histogram from the 
bins defined by the categorical variables. 
2.3.6 Generalized Additive Models (GAM) 
There is a class of models extending both linear and logistic regression, known 
as generalized additive models or GAM. They are called additive because we 
assume that the model can be written as the sum of possibly non-linear 
functions, one for each predictor. GAM can be used either for regression or for 
classification of a binary response. The response variable can be virtually any 
function of the predictors as long as there are not discontinuou teps. For 
example, suppose that payment delinquency is a rather complicated function of 
income where the probability of delinquency initially decline as incomes 
increases. It then turns around and starts to increase again for moderate income, 
finally peaking before coming down again for a higher income card-holder . In 
such a case, a linear model may fail to ec any relation hi b tween income and 
delinquency due to the non-linear behavi r. AM, u ing c mputer p wcr in 
place of theory or knowledge of the functional form, will pr due' m th 
curve, summarizing the relationship as describe above. The m t c mm n 
estimation produce is backfitting. In tead of esumating larg · numb •rs or 
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parameters as neural nets do, GAM goes step further and estimates a value of 
the output for each value of the input -one point, one estimate. As with the 
neural net, GAM generates a curve automatically, choosing the amount of 
complexity based on the data. 
2.3. 7 Boosting 
If building a model using a sample of data, and then build a new model using 
the same algorithm but on the different sample, might get a different result. 
After validating the two models, we could choose the one that best met the 
objectives. Even the better result might be achieved if built everal models and 
let it vote, making a prediction based on what the majority recommended. f 
course, any interpretability of the prediction would be lo t, but the improved 
results might be worth it. 
Basically, boosting takes multiple random samples from the data and build a 
classification model for each. The training et is changed ased n the re ult f 
the previous models. The final classification is the cla s a signed mo t often b 
the models. The exact algorithm for boosting have evolved fr m the riginal 
but the underlying idea is the same. 
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2.3.8 Genetic algorithms 
Genetic algorithms are not used to find patterns per se, but rather to guide the 
learning process of data mining algorithms such as a method for performing a 
guided search for good models in the solutions space. 
They are called genetic algorithms because they loosely follow the pattern of 
biological evolution in which the members of one generation compete to pass 
on their characteristics to the next generation, until the best is found. The 
information to be passed on is contained in "chromosomes", which contain the 
parameters for building the model. 
For example, in building a neural net, genetic algorithm can replace 
backpropagation as a way to adjust the weights. The chromosomes in this ca c 
would contain the weights. Alternatively, genetic algorithm might be u ed to 
find the best architecture, and the chromo omes would contain the number f 
hidden layers and the number of nodes in each layer. Un
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2.4 Database Management Review 
There are a few database management will be reviewed here, such as SQL 
2000, Oracle8i, and Microsoft Access. Each has their weaknesses and strong 
points. 
2.4.1 Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 provides major enhancement to the current QI... 
Server product. Numerous changes have been made across the product, 
including the Relational Engine, the Storage ngine, Administration and t Is, 
repiication, the Analysis Service (OLAP Services and Data Mining), nglish 
Query, Full-text Search, Integration with Windows® 2000 (with Active 
Directory'>, Address Windowing xtensions, and Windows 2000 ata enter), 
and Meta Data Services (including the Repository nginc). 
SQL Server 2000 includes many new features that extend it capabilitic a a 
high performance relational database ystem with a rich development 
environment. S L erver 2000 is a perfect example of an n-tier tern. he 
user can manipulate the data directly from the licnt- ide. It al· mauuams 
I I 
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referential integrity and security and ensures that operation can be recovered in 
the event of numerous types of failure. SQL Server can control the access for 
the type of information that can be retrieved by the user. 
SQL Server 2000 makes giant strides in performance, reliability, and 
scalability, giving organizations many opportunities to create intelligent real- 
world business solutions. By giving a need for more simplified and cost-saving 
features, organizations inspired the following innovations in SQL Server 2000:- 
• Scalable from laptop to multiprocessor cluster. 
• Dynamic row-level locking. 
• Dynamic self-management. 
• Wide array of replications options. 
• SQL Server desktop. 
• Integrated OLAP Services. 
• Data transmission services. 
• Microsoft English uery. 
• Microsoft Repository. 
• Integrated with Microsoft fficc 2 00 and Mi r oft Vi ual tudi . 
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2.4.2 Oracle8i Server 
The entire Oracle8i database is designed for power and ease in Internet 
development. All Oracle8i database are compatible and available on many 
different platforms, so database applications can scale from handheld to laptop 
to enterprise without changing our applications. 
Oracle8i Enterprise e-business database is a powerful database available for 
driving enterprise e-business applications, online transaction processing 
applications (OLTP), Query-intensive data warehouses, and high capacity web 
sites. Oracle8i Enterprise Edition has an unparallel performance and stability 
that spans from single CPU server through massive server clu tcr and 
maintenance. 
With the integration of innovative: technologies like native support for XML, 
Java and SQL, the Oracle8i Enterprise Edition is ready to power the e-busine . 
Oracle Database enterprise dition delivers unprecedented ea c-to-u c, p wer, 
and price or performance. It includes: - 
• Scalable, browser-based system management f r md-t -cnd 
management of your entire e-busines . 
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• Optional system management packs for comprehensive system 
diagnostic and timing operations. 
• Powerful Oracle Partitioning option for effectively managing terabytes 
of data with a minimum of administrative overhead. 
• Strong, cost-effective data security designed for today's web and e- 
business environments. 
• Support for highly available and scalability cluster configurations with 
the Oracle Parallel Server options. 
• Fast and easy storage and management of MS Word documents, xcel 
files, email, multimedia, XML files, and web page in the racle 
Internet File Systems. 
• Oracle8i Enterprise Edition supports the latest Symmetrical Multi- 
Processor (SMP) systems and can be extended with the fl llowing 
options: Oracle Advanced Security, Oracle Label Security, raclc 
Parallel Server, Oracle Partitioning, Oracle patial, racle Visual 
Information Retrieval, Oracle Diagnostic Management Pack, ra le 
Tuning Management pack and Oracle hange Management pack. 
·It ------------------------------~----=----~-- .......... ----- 
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2.4.3 Microsoft Access 2000 
Microsoft Access 2000 simplifies the skill set needed to create simple, useful 
databases; the improved interface offers more consistency with other Office 
applications, plus new features that increase productivity. Access 2000, through 
its support of OLE DB, can act as a front-end to high-end database engines such 
as Microsoft SQL Server, making Access 2000 databases more scalable than 
ever before. 
Access 2000 can act as a front-end client to corporate-level, back-end 
databases, such as Microsoft SQL Server. Access can now be used in two ways: 
as a standalone application for creating databases for individual or department 
use or as an easy-to-use interface client.to a more scalable and robust back-end 
database that was previously only available to professi nal databa c 
administrators (DBA's). This lowers the bar for creating true client/ erver 
applications by allowing and users to take advantage of the ease-t -u e f 
Access combined with the scalability and reliability of Micro ft rvcr. 
Regardless of the back-end data source elected, end us r will till ha e the 
same easy-to-use experience of the most popular de ktop database client. 
Some of the feature that Acee provide a : 
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• Enable web collaboration and improve productivity. 
• Seamless integration between our data source and interactive web. 
Pages make building and sharing an Access database easier. 
• Together with the Office 2000 web components to usually analyze data 
in our web browser. 
• Access 2000 allows quickly analyze details and see vital relationship. 
• Access 2000 includes built-in SQL Server integration that brings the 
power of high-end database management to the familiar Acee 
environments. 
2.5 Application Programming Language 
There are a two programming language will be reviewed here, which are Vi ual 
Basic 6.0 and Java. 
2.5.1 Microsoft Visual Ba ic 6.0 
Visual Basic is an extremely powerful, full-featured appli ati n d · clopm nt 
tools that exploits the key features of Micro oft Window . It i eas to u: 
·I< 
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through a graphical interface. Applications can be built in the short time by 
using it. 
Using integrated visual database tools, advanced database application can be 
developed to access SQL Server database, Access database or any third party 
database by using the ODBC, DAO, RDO, or ADO and bind the data to forrns 
and reports that greatly reduces development time. 
Besides that, it provides support for Graphical User Interface (GUI) design that 
helps interface designer to enhance screen design. We use controls to create the 
user interface of an application, including command buttons, check b xes, 
combo boxes, text boxes, scroll bars, frames, files, and directory selection 
boxes, timers, and menu bars. 
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 is also an interpreted language system, o u er 
could test and debug application on the fly form within dcvel pment 
environments. 
17 
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2.5.2 Java 
Java is a perfect programmmg language for the Internet. It is platform- 
independent which means that a single application can run on a computer 
running Windows 95/98/NT, UNIX,MVS or a Mac OS. 
Java also allows the creation of applets, which are small applications designed 
to be embedded in a web document Applets can animate graphics, play audio 
clips and interact with the users through graphical user interface. 
The Java programming language and environments is designed t solve a 
number of problems in modem programming practice. It stated as a part of a 
larger project to develop advanced software for consumer electronics. 
These devices are small, reliable, portable, distributed, and real-time embedded 
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2.6 Data Mining Tools 
2.6.1 Weka 3 - Machine Learning Software in Java 
Weka is a collection of machine learning algorithms for solving real-world data 
mining problems. It is written in Java and runs on almost any platform. The 
algorithms can either be applied directly to a dataset or called from your own 
Java code. Weka is also well-suited for developing new machine learning 
schemes. Weka is open source software issued under the GNU General Public 
License. 
Implemented schemes for classification include: 
• decision tree inducers 
• ruie learners 
• naive Bayes 
• decision tables 
• locally weighted regression 
• support vector machines 
• instance-based learner 
• logi tic regression 
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• voted perceptrons 
• multi-layer perceptron 
Implemented schemes for numeric prediction include: 
• linear regression 
• model tree generators 
• locally weighted regression 
• instance-based learners 
• decision tables 
• multi-layer perceptron 
Implemented "meta-schemes" include: 
• bagging 
• stacking 
• boosting 
• regression via classification 
• classification via regression 
• cost sensitive classification 
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2.6.2 Clementine Data Mining Solution 
Clementine is a data mining toolkit It was design to helps to makes the most 
profitable use of what is, a greatly underutilized resource-data. Clementine's 
"visual programming" interface is easy to use but supports rich facilities for 
manipulating data , experimenting with different combinations of data and of 
techniques, and for testing hypothesis. This facility helps to make it easy to 
apply knowledge and expertise to discover interesting and valuable properties 
of your data. 
Clementine can also give more active assistance. 1t includes advanced m deling 
or "machine learning" technologies, which extract complex interrelation hip 
and decisions-making rules from the data. These help to automate appl ication 
such as prediction, estimation and classificati n, and can be u ed to pr vide 
"expert" decision support. 
Clementine includes a number of machine learning and modeling techn logic , 
including rule induction, neural networks, as ociati n rule di cry and 
clustering. It also includes many facilities to let bring experti c t bear on data, 
such as: - 
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• data manipulation - constructing new data items derived from 
existing ones, and breaking the data down into meaningful 
subsets. 
• browsing and visual iz.ation - displaying aspects of the data using 
interactive graphics. 
• statistics - confirming suspected relationship between factors in 
data. 
• hypothesis testing - constructing models on how the data 
behaves, verifying them 
Typically, we will use these facilities to identify a promising set of factor in 
the data; these can then be fed to the modeling techniques, which will attempt 
to identify underlying rules and relationships. 
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Chapter 3 - :M_etliotfofogy 
3.1 Methodology 
In order to develop this thesis on time, an effective development method had to 
be chosen. Methodology is classically though out of as set of activities fact 
analysts, designers and user carry out to develop and implement a system. A 
suitable methodology helps the author to develop the system on time and 
increase the quantity or usefulness of the system. The Waterfall Model ha been 
chosen as the development methodology for Medical Diagnosi using Al 
Techniques. 
There are a few reason of why Waterfall Model is chosen f r my pr ~ ct. The 
reasons are: - 
• It is widely used, easily understood and implemented tn a tern 
development process. 
• It enforces disciplined approach to develop a y tern a d cuments 
prepared after each stag will have to be checked and appro d. 
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• It supports good process visibility as each activity produces some kind 
of deliverable. These deliverables may prove to be useful when the 
system evolves in the future. 
• It enables maintenance to be carried out at each stage due to its 
interactive nature. Changes can be done during any of the stages by 
returning to the previous stages. The iteration process may be carried 
out as many times as needed and this produces a fine system of high 
quality that meets a user's requirements. 
These are also a few reasons of why prototyping is required with waterfall 
model: - 
• It can help to control the thrashing and therefore enhance 
understanding. 
• A prototyping is a partially developed ystem and decide if it . uitable 
or appropriate for the finished product. 
• Prototyping is useful for verification and validati n where veri ficati n 
ensures that each function work correctly and validati n ensure. that 
the system has implemented the entire requirement in the 
speci ft cation. 
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System Validation 
Requirements and 1<111,~f---------------------. 
Analysis 
... 
System 
Requirements and 
Analysis 
I 
ystem 
Requirements and 
Analysis 
ystem 
Requirements and 
Analy is Figure 3.1: \Vaterfall Model 
I. System analysis and requirements. 
This stage has to be done in chapter 2. All the information regarding thi 
project is gathered. Inf rmation is gathered through Int met and reading 
materials like books, magazine', j urnals, and n .wspap ir, Th· mum 
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objectives of this stage are to establish the system's services constraints 
and goals. In this stage project, requirements, needs and constraints have 
to be identified. 
2. System design. 
At this stage, the overall system architecture of Medical Diagnosis using 
A.I. Techniques is established. Requirements determined in the previous 
stage are partitioned into hardware or software requirements. Also, 
system functions are depicted in a form that may be transferred into one 
or more executables programs. In this stage, preparation at drafting and 
data flow diagrams and context diagrams of ystem models, which 
logically represents the system to be developed, is done. There will be a 
data dictionary to represent database design. 
3. Implementation. 
In this stage, all programs will be coded using the selected pr grarnrning 
language or application development tool following the de ign pe if 
in the ystcm De i gn. Each function wi II then be tc ted t eri f that it 
'.'I) 
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is working to its specifications. During this stage, various bugs will be 
eliminated. 
4. System testing and integration. 
All the units that are separated are combined and tested as a whole 
system. The system testing aims to make sure that the system meets the 
user's requirements and therefore, ensured the usefulness of the system 
developed. Enhancements will also be made to improve the quality of 
the system. 
5. Operation and maintenance 
Maintenance is a crucial to ensure that the ystcm remains useful. 
Maintenance involve correcting errors, which are not discovered in the 
earlier stage of the life cycle, improving the implementation f th 
system units and enhancing the y tern ervice a a nev requirement 
are discovered. 
7 
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Other than the overall waterfall model, another waterfall models that show the 
process of database analysis using data mining techniques is depicted in figure. 
Notice that this model is a sub-model for the stage of System Analysis and 
Requirements as the overall waterfall model. 
Verifv 
Requirements 
. 
Analysis Verifv 
. ~ 
Requirements 
- Analysis ... 
Requirements 
- Analysis F 
Rcquir m nts 
... Analysis 
Figure 3.2: Waterfall Model for database analysis using Data Mining 
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Chapter 4 - System }lna{ysis and ~quirements 
4.1 System Analysis 
System analysis is the process of gathering and interpreting facts, diagnosing 
problems and using the information to recommend improvement of the system. 
In order to get an overview of the system requirements, an extensive analysis i 
needed. 
The purpose of system analysis is to determine functional and non-Iuncti nal 
requirements of this project. It also helps to determine the programming 
language, databases and hardware needs of this project. 
Information gathering is one of the phases of system analysis. It was carried ut 
in order to gather relevant information to determine the requirement of the 
system. 
The following is the approach used to define Medical . . iagno 1 u mg ata 
Mining Techniqu s system requirement : - 
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• Research 
Research has been done through reviewing books and journals that 
contain relevant information needed in this system. Besides that, 
Document Room (FSCIT Library) in FSCIT serves as a good place to 
do some research from the documentation by the seniors. 
• Surfing Internet 
Internet surfing is an efficient way of gathering updated and useful 
information. Many websites provide useful information and experti e, 
which is needed in developing the system. Websites that have been 
visited are listed. 
• Informal Interview 
Made an informal interview with expert programmer to know more on 
data mining tools. Helps to find some useful tool uch a lem ntinc, 
SQL Server 2000 Analysis ervice that can b u c a main data mining 
tools. This helps in understanding the need f r th 
point of view. 
tern fr m u er 
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4.2 Requirements Analysis and Specification 
A requirement is a feature of the system or a description of something the 
system is captured of doing in order to fulfill the system's purpose. Based on 
the gathered information, Medical Diagnosis using Data Mining Techniques 
requirements have been determined. 
There are two ways to describe the requirements, for examples functional and 
non-functional requirements. The next section describes the functional and non- 
functional requirements for the proposed system. 
4.2. l Functional Requirements 
Functional requirements describe an interaction between the y tern and it 
environments. Further more, functional describe how the system howcd it 
behaviors. 
This project consists of two major tasks, which i including ata m1mng 
modeling and system development. The sy tern dcvel pm -nt i separate to 
five modules uch a Input Module, election Module ·1 raining iet icnerat r 
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Module, Configuration Module, Data Mining Model Generator Module, and 
Output Viewer Module. Below are the functional requirements respectively: - 
• Input Module 
This module is necessary to let the program engine to identify the flat 
file regardless of its configuration. This means that a temporary or 
project database is created according to the project, which the user will 
be working on. 
• Selection Module 
This module is designed to identify the important fields in the project 
database. This module gets the user to specify the related field needed 
either in training mode or in the running mode. 
• Training Set Generator Module 
This module generates a data set used to estimate r train a model. 
Generates a set of tables by using <iis> ... <>. The result table i called 
training set, which is used for data mining. N tice that converting field 
to null, discrete and meaningful value generate training ct. 
• Configuration Module 
In this module, used to set the data mining er er name and databa c 
name, which will set as global varia le . 
( . 
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• Data Mining Model Generator Module 
This module implement the data-mining model chosen to generates the 
training set. Setting some properties can generate data mining model. 
For example, data mining algorithms as properties and clustering as 
value. 
• Output Viewer Module 
Let analyzer to view data mining results for client clustering by using 
simple tables with filter, bar chart, line chart, and pie chart. 
4.2.2 Non-functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements are the constraint under which a ystcm must 
operate and the standards which must be meet by the developed sy tern. 
The purposed solutions for this project must have the following non-functional 
requirements. 
1. Accuracy 
Refers to the precision of cornputati n and contr I. Thi tern 
should provide various accurac measur . I ata minin 1 t e>I should 
al o provide accurate prediction and cla ificau n re. ult.. 
() 
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11. Flexibility 
This system will be able to incorporate new technologies in the 
future and in the fast changing environments. This techn I gy 
includes object-oriented technology and Advanced ecurity 
technology. 
111. Usability 
The developed ystem h ul u r friend! 1 where the u er mu t 
be able to u e the y tern in the h rte t learning c ur e . The d t - 
mining m de! canals e cust mi· ed t meet the need f h nging 
requirement . 
iv. rr ctn 
he y tern and model mu t meet the ~c ti c , .pc 1 1 ati n and 
requirement r u er t ted earli ·r. 
v. User fri ndlinc 
Alth ugh thi pr jcct will n t in I e I t f u er int ra ti n u 
h uld also apply th raphi al . er Int rta • Ul • pr a h f r 
ell r i ual effe t t the u er An auracu 
intcrfa c will be requir d f r the 
meaning ul capu n and 1 on h Jr · the u · •r t u · · th· t m ' uh 
and ·a -t -u 
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vi. Modularity 
Modularity involves breaking the logical, manageable portions or 
modules so that distinct functions of objects could be isolated from 
one another. This characteristic makes testing and maintenance 
much easier. 
4.3 System Development Tools 
4.3.1 Clementine 
Clementine is a data mining toolkit. It was design to helps to makes the most 
profitable use of what is, a greatly underutilized resource-data. Clementine's 
"visual programming" interface is easy to use but supports rich facilities for 
manipulating data , experimenting with different combinations of data and of 
techniques, and for testi g hypothesis. This facility helps to make it easy to 
apply knowledge and expertise to discover interesting and valuable properties 
of your data. 
Clementine can also give more active assistance. ft includes advanced modeling 
or "machine learning" technologies, which extract complex interrelation .hip 
and decisions-making rules from the data. These help to automate applications 
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such as prediction, estimation and classification, and can be used to provide 
"expert" decision support. 
Clementine has many facilities for handling such data. Typical things to derive 
are: - 
• Rates of change 
• Moving averages 
• Sequential ("history") values 
• Counts how many times event happens 
• Intervals between events 
• Alternative states 
Clementine is a comprehensive, integrated data rmrnng toolkit, providing 
facilities for: - 
• Accessing data 
• Manipulating data 
• Visualizing the data using interactive graphical displays 
• Modeling aspects of the data using machine learning and tati tical 
regression 
• Producing textual displays and r ports on the data n m dcl 
performance 
• xporting model a code 
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4.3.2 Visual basic 6.0 
Visual Basic is a programmmg language used to create window-based 
application. Visual Basic eases the process of designing the user interface. 
Hundreds of functions and the latest technological advances have been added to 
the language to make it an industrial-strength development suitable for almost 
any types of application. For example, Data Mining Tree Helper Object 1.0 and 
Data Mining Model Browser are two controls that added on the Visual Basic 
6.0 after installing SQL Server 2000. 
7 
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4.4 System Requirements 
Bellows are the minimal hardware requirements for developing the systems: - 
System requirements 
USER 
Hardware: Pentium-compatible processor or higher and a monitor 
with 1024 x 768 resolution or higher (support for 65,536 
colors is recommended). A CD ROM drive for 
installation is also required. 
Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows 2000 or Windows 
NT 4.0 with Service Pack 3 or higher. 
Minimum free disk space: 80MB 
Additional option: Clementine Application Template for Web Mining: t l 5M 
Operating system: 
Additional option: Clementine Application Template for Telecommunications: 
60MB 
Minimum RAM: 256MB 
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SERVER 
Hardware: Pentium-compatible processor or higher for Windows, 
SPARC for Solaris, HP Workstation for HP/lJX or IBM 
RS/6000 for AIX. A CD-ROM drive for installation is 
also required. 
Windows 2000 or Windows NT 4.0 with Service Pack 6 
or higher; Solaris 2.6, 7 or 8; HP/UX 11.0 or l l i; A[X 4 
Minimum free drive space: 25MB for installation; plus at least twice the drive 
Operating system: 
Minimum RAM: 
space of the amount of data to be processed. 
256MB 
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Cliapter 5 - System (J)esign 
System design is a very important in system as it determines the success of the 
system. The system specification describes the features of the system, the 
component or elements of a system and their appearance to users. Requirements 
that are found in analysis stage are the one actually translated into design 
specifications. 
This chapter discusses the system functionality design, data flow diagram, and 
also the database design. 
5.1 Data Flow Diagram 
A data flow diagram is a graphical technique that depict information fl w and 
transforms that is applied as data movement from input to output. 
Data flow diagram representing a system at any level of detail with a graphic 
network of symbols showing data flows, data store , data proce s, and d ta 
sources. The data flow diagram is analogou to a road ma . It is a netw rk 
module of all possibilities with different details shown in different hierar h 
levels. The process of representing different level i called "le cling" r 
"partitioning" by some data flow diagram ad ate . 
70 
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5.1.1 Context Diagram 
Context diagram is the highest level in a data flow diagram and contains only 
one process, representing the entire system. The diagram does not contain any 
data stores and its fairly simple to create, once the external entities and the data 
flow to and from then are known. 
Below is the context diagram for Medical Diagnosis using Data Mining 
Techniques: - 
Data Mining Model 
[ Input 0 • Output 
Flat files 
Medical Diagnosis 
using Data Mining 
Techniques 
t 
Temporary database 
in data mining 
moriPI 
Figure 5.1: Context Diagram 
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5.2 System Functionality Design 
The system functionality design use to identify the major modules involved in 
developing the system. The major function is the data mining engine in the 
Clementine Data Mining Solution itself The components can then be broken or 
classify into the sub-component that are in tum be broken down more if needed. 
Basically the system consists of two different segment of functionality. It is 
divided into the modeling functionality and generating the user interface 
functionality. The diagram of the functionality is shown below: 
Modeling: 
Clementine Data 
Mining Solution utputs Model 
Flat files 
Figure 5.2: System functionality for generating the model 
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User Interface: 
Visual C++ with \~ 
Output ... Microsoft ... User Model Foundation Classes Interface 
(MFC) Prototype 
Figure 5.3: System functionality for generating the graphical user interface 
5.2.1 Modeling Functionality 
As for the modeling functionality, the flat files or the variables files act as the 
input of the process. Then the stream is created within the Clementine Data 
Mining Solution in order to generate the output for the system. Within the 
stream is where the major process take place which is the data being proces 
into more meaningful information. The process is discards the unnecessary field 
in the input file, then defining the data into type and then feed into the neural 
network and kohonen network algorithms in Clementine Data Mining Solution 
and finally the model output is delivered. The model output then being exp rt 
into C code for creating the user interface. 
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5.2.2 User Interface Functionality 
The whole process starts when the output model is created. From Clementine 
the model then export into C code and being examines and also compiled it 
with the dependencies file to develop the whole structure of the system. In 
order to create the user interface, Visual C++ and Microsoft Foundation Classes 
(MFC) is used. We created a prototype user interface and integrate with the 
whole structure of the coding in order to make the system works. 
5.3 Database Design 
Database is a central source of data meant to be shared by users for variety of 
applications. Database design involves identifying the user data requirements 
and determining how these data should be structured. It transformed the 
unstructured data and the processing requirements of an application. The 
database model used in this system is a flat file database (text file). 
The database will contains the fields of data such as sex, age, blood pres ur , 
cholesterol level, and drug respond. 
71 
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Chapter 6 - I 'mplementation 
Under this stage, we will transform the design model of the Medical Diagnosis 
using Data Mining Techniques, into a workable product. The system 
implementation of the Medical Diagnosis using Data Mining Techniques will 
be divided into two components, which are the platform development and the 
modules implementation. 
6.1 Platform Development 
Before the development of the whole application can begin, the environment 
and the platform for the development phase have to be set up. As the design of 
the system shows, basically there were two parts that had to be implemented, 
the browser side and the database. 
6.1.1 Operating System Implementation 
The first phase to set up the developing phase is to install and ct up the 
Windows 2000 Operating System. This process begins with formatting the hard 
disk drives of the computer to NT file Sy tern (NTF ) to pro idc m re ecurit 
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feature supported in Windows 2000. It was done by installing through the CD 
ROM. After the installation process completed, the hardware specification was 
configured in Windows 2000. Finally the Windows 2000 Service Pack 2 was 
installed into the computers. After numerous starts, then the whole system was 
ready. 
The development environment for this system resides on an X86-based PC with 
Windows 2000 as its operating system with 256MB memory. The 
aforementioned was chosen because X86-based PCs have become the trend in 
desktop computing. Its popularity is because of its reliability and cost 
effectiveness compared to other platforms such as Apple Macintosh or other 
platform. With Windows 2000 as its operating system, stability will not be an 
issue because it is one of the best operating system around. The overall 
platform specification is adequate in order to develop a data mining application. 
The hardware used was listed here: 
Processor 
Hard Disc Storage 
Memory 
lntel Pentium 4 1.6 Hz 
40 GB ID Hard Disc 
256 DDR DRAM 
____________________________________________ ? 
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Operating System 
Application 
Windows 2000 with Service Pack 2 (SP2) 
Clementine Data Mining Solution with 
Exceed X Windows Server 
Microsoft Visual Studio v. 6.0 
6.1.2 Data Preparation and Implementation 
The main database for the system is a very simple set of data stored as a "flat 
file" or text file. This data set was transform from the data in the databases or 
data warehouse with all the field was separated with comma delimiter (,). The 
system also can retrieve data that registered through the ODBC, and also form 
Microsoft Excel. But for this project, we are using the flat file as the data 
source. 
Upon completion of this project, we are using three kinds of data ets. The. c 
data sets are the training sets for training the neural network, and the te t et f r 
testing the network performance and reliability. Finally the implement.ati n data 
sets which the system wi II use to generate the prediction. 
--------------------------------------------77 
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6.1.3 Clementine Data Mining Solution and Exceed 
As discussed earlier, the data modeling is done by Clementine, and running 
Clementine on Windows platform requires an X Windows server. An X 
Windows server transforms 386, 486, Pentium, or PS/2 computer into an X 
Window terminal. It provides access to UNIX-based applications (X clients) 
from within the familiar Microsoft Windows environment. The X Windows 
server provided with Clementine installation CD is Exceed version 6.0. 
6.1.4 Visual Studio - Visual C++ 6.0 
Clementine models are exported as C codes and require an ANSJ compiler t 
compile it. The compiler chosen for this task was Microsoft Visual -t 6.0. 
Visual C++ was chosen because it implements object oriented pr gramming 
methods and offers further enhancement of the system with Microsoft 
Foundation Class (MFC), which will provide windows-like interface. Although 
MFC might produce unpredictable result or instability c mparcd to a 
straightforward implementation using plain dialogs, it offers a wide range of 
enhancements especially in the graphical user interface ( UT) ide. 
78 
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6.1.5 Modeling and Exporting Clementine Models 
The first step to create a model is to specify the training dataset for the model. 
This is achieved by specifying the training dataset using the 'Variable File' 
node in Clementine. After specifying the training dataset, the appropriate 
processing nodes are applied to the training dataset to derive the most suitable 
pattern. The whole process of discovering the pattern is fully automated by 
Clementine. 
After a suitable model is derived, the model can then be exported into C code 
so that we can embed the model into our custom-made application. Although 
the functionality of our custom-made application can be achieved in 
Clementine alone, it is useful to publish or reuse the model into another stand- 
alone application without the need to run Clementine. 
Models created by Clementine can be accessed from an external program using 
a few techniques. There are either u ing the Clementine oluti n Publi h r or 
model export into C code. The code method is cho en becau e the 
Clementine Solutions Publisher node in Clementine Data Mining i di abl ·d 
since the license is expired. 
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6.2 Standard and Procedure to Write a Code 
Standard and procedure will help to organize out thoughts and avoid mistakes 
or errors. Documenting our code will be some of the procedure so that our code 
will be clear and easy to follow. Beside that, a standardized documentation will 
help in locating faults and making changes because it clarifies which functions 
of our program perform certain functions. With standard and procedures, it will 
help in translating a design to code. Changes in design are easy to implement in 
the code because there is a correspondence between design components and the 
code components. 
6.2.1 Coding 
The models that generated from Clementine and exported into code consists 
of a header file <modulname.h> and a source file <modulname.c>. Depending 
of the models generated by Clementine, different model type needs different 
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First we have to examine the structure of the model to understand the way to 
access the model via function call. There were also sample of codes on how to 
manipulate the models with the samples code in the Clementine User Guide. 
Model type Files generated by Other dependencies 
Clementine 
<modelname>.c - 
C 5.0 Rule 
<mode/name>. h 
neural.c 
<modelname>.c 
neural.h 
Neural Network <mode/name>. h 
<modelname>.san 
forprop.c 
forprop.h 
<modelname>.c 
koh~net.c 
koh nct.h 
Kohonen Network <mode/name>. h 
<mode/name> .san 
kohprop.c 
kohprop.h 
Table 6.1: File model generated from Clementine and its dependencies 
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Chapter 7- System 'Testi11f1 
System testing is a critical element of software quality assurance was performed 
to represent the ultimate review of specification, design and coding for the 
Medical Diagnosis using Data Mining Techniques. The whole system was 
developed using the Waterfall model in correlation with the data mining 
process. Modules in the system were tested and enhanced repeatedly until it 
could function precisely. After all these unit testing, all the modules in the 
system are then integrated to form an application. The integrated system was 
then tested in integration testing. 
7.1 Unit Testing 
The objective of unit testing is to find faults and errors in the Medical 
Diagnosis using Data Mining Techniques modules. These type of te ting 
method were used as test modules. These methods are source code examining, 
test casing, and the user testing. 
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7.1.1 Source Code Examining 
The source code examining methods was used as a basic method to test the 
modules in Medical Diagnosis using Data Mining Techniques application in 
order to identify faults or inefficiency in the source codes. 
The procedures of the source code of each module were compared to the 
original design of the module process flow to determine the correctness of the 
source code. Comments were inserted into the sections of the code tested to 
ensure it could be easily traced in the future. 
In C code, the programmer can trace all code, line by line after running th 
program. Break point also can be inserted to stop the program in particular line. 
Other functions are also facilitated to allow programmer to view the code. 
Visual C++ has provided few debugging tools while examining the code. r 
example, it allow programmer to examine the code using Debug bje t. The 
Debug Object sends output to the immediate windows at run time. 
------------------------------------------8 
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7.1.2 Test Cases 
In order to test the modules in a particular way, test cases were design to test 
the modules. These test cases were consists of structural data in various range. 
In this method, the modules were tested with all possibility of input data. 
Possible situation and data that could cause error or fault could be detected. 
The test data used also contain data that was normally input by the users. The 
response of the module to the test data then was tested. Therefore program fault 
that would happen in normal condition were detected and corrected. 
i.1.3 Data Reliability Testing 
Basically the system consists of two different structured of system which is the 
in Visual C <modulenames>.c and Visual C++ <module names>.cpp. he 
model in Visual C is executed within the DOS mode while the model in Visual 
C++ is executed with the user interface design. This situation allow u to tc t 
the reliability of the whole system in producing the results r output. A set f 
test data input in both the system and examine the results of both y tern. rom 
the entire test data tested with both of the system, we figured ut that 7% r 
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the results are reliable. This show that both of the system giving almost the 
same output even though the structure is different. 
7.1.4 User Testing 
Test cases are still unable to precisely stimulate a true situation for the Medical 
Diagnosis using Data Mining Techniques without the involvement of the users. 
Therefore, it was still inadequate to identify the faults that may occur in all 
conditions. 
With user testing method, user is involved in testing the modules. The users 
include team members and members of the faculty. ach module wa presented 
to user and allows them to operate these modules by themselves. The capability 
of detecting error of these modules was then tested. With thi , testing 
effectiveness of these modules in improving user learning curved was also 
tested. 
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7.2 Integration Testing 
When all the modules were tested and satisfied the requirements, they were 
integrated into the whole system. During the integration, integration testing was 
carried out in order to ensure the components of the system would support each 
other. The objectives of integration testing were as following- 
• Compare the whole system with the functional and non- 
functional requirements. 
• Detect any faults or bugs in the integrated system. 
• Exam the correct flow of the integrated system. 
The integration testing is also testing the whole structured code in Vi ual 
and MFC with the user interface that has been developed. This testing wa d ne 
to make sure the system does not malfunction when the whole sy tern 
implemented. Un
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Cfzapter 8 - System Eoaluation 
Upon completion of the project, the system strengths and limitation were 
identified and evaluated. Comparing the final application and the system 
requirements written earlier identified these strengths and limitation of the 
system. 
8.1 System Strength 
The implemented system is an example how neural networks being 
implemented and applied in solving problems in medical fields. The system 
helps us automate and understand more meaningful data in different pattern that 
hidden behind set of data. This will helps in giving pattern uch a the 
prediction techniques which is very useful in medical fields. 
The main feature that is very important is the model generated fr m lcmentine 
Data Mining Solution. Although the model being export in code and bee me 
static, still it can give higher level of accuracy and simple. The model generated 
from Clementine Data Mining is independent and doe not need the u er t 
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install it. The model can be distributed to several workstation and desktop 
computer with only one workstation 
The user interface of the system let the user act as minimum as possible to view 
the information required. In order to increase the efficiency of the information 
produced by the system, the helps of the medical expert is still needed in 
interpreting the pattern in making the decision. 
8.2 System Limitation 
Even though the strength of the system depends on the exported model but still 
it can be outdated from time to time. This means that the model created is static 
and not be able to learn more panerns using the neural network algorithms in 
the Clementine Data Mining Solution. ln order to prevent the model from 
outdated, the dependency on Clementine is still needed in producing the 
updated model from time to time as the algorithms learn the pattern of data. ln 
worst cases, a new model should generate from the new stream thu creating 
possibilities in developing the new application structure for them del. 
8 
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In order to make the prediction more accurate, the system needs to specified 
details in each of data sets. As an example the data sets can not be mixed up 
with several different drugs for several different symptoms. Therefore, we may 
need different approach of system due to various kind of symptoms occurs. 
8.3 Future Enhancement 
In order to improve upon the current developed system and the project, few 
enhancement or new added features could be possibly implemented. The 
following are some enhancement proposed:- 
• Since Clementine Data Mining solution is licensed software in 
' 
future may be there an open source might be appropriate in 
replacing Clementine for modeling the streams. 
• Can manage pragmatically by using data mmmg model 
prediction and clustering. 
• More samples files or data sources supported by th data mining 
process to enhance the functionality. 
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8.4 Problem Encountered 
Along the process of completing this project, a lot of problems surfaced from 
time to time. These problems usually involved the use of the new technologies 
and products such as the Windows 2000, Windows 2000 Server and others. 
Another problem is the stability of the products. Some of these products were 
not stable; sometimes they intend to malfunction. However, some of these 
problems still remain unsolved. The following list of some of the problems 
faced:- 
• In the process of installing the system tool, some unexpected 
failures were encountered. The installation and setup process had 
to be repeated in order to solve the problems. 
• There is no company willing to offers to share out their 
documents for the project as the project involves the medical 
data for the data source. The reason i the patients right and the 
policies that the privacy of the data to public. 
-----------------------------------------------(0 
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• There is not enough time for studying and implemented the 
system at the same time. We also encountered problem in 
choosing the implementation tools. 
• Tool that is chosen for data mining is quite new and there are 
insufficient references about the tool for reviewing the project. 
• Although we form a group work for the project, but still not 
enough time and resources to be discussed for our project. 
• Time of completion of the system is limited due to the semester 
schedule. The implementation and the testing phase are too 
short. 
8.5 Objectives Achieved 
In general, the system was developed in order to help the medical expert and 
management level in discovering the new pattern and analyst the prediction 
pattern for the use of giving drugs prescription for the future patient. 
• Discover and maintain the prediction pattern f the drug taken 
by the patient based on several factor uch as age, sc , blo d 
pressure, cholesterol level, and others. 
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• The use of data mining techniques in optimizing the pattern 
even though the generated model from Clementine is a static 
model. 
• Survey on available and useful techniques for such tasks. 
• Utilize the result of data mining. Created an analysis module 
based on the data source pattern resulted form the data mining 
techniques. 
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Cliapter 9 - Condusion 
Finally, the project Medical Diagnosis using Data Mining Techniques has been 
implemented and completed. Even though, it is still not a complete solution for 
managing or predicting the best solution, but with further enhancement, it can 
be a more powerful tool to enable this function. 
During the completion of the project, a lot of opportunity was given to learn 
new technologies such as the Clementine Data Mining Solution, Weka 3-2 in 
appreciation with Java Programming tools, Visual C++ and others. I learned a 
lot from these hand on experience, even more than what I have learned from 
class lectures. 
A lot of time spent to figure out how it works and to actually configure it. More 
time was then spent to troubleshoot the problems faced. 
From this project Medical Diagnosis using Data Mining Technique the mo t 
utmost useful, I believe, it's guiding me handling major task in f uturc. ne of 
the most essential knowledge and experience gained during thi project is to 
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learn the way of handling a project and apply the theories learned from the 
courses. 
In my opinion, as undergraduates, should appreciate this learning process which 
gives us the opportunity to develop and improve our skills in designing, 
implementing, and operating a project successfully under the guidance and 
supervision of the lecturer. Moreover, thesis also serves as a channel for 
students to apply both theoretical skills learned into a time-budgeted project. 
Throughout this project, knowledge and experience have been acquired. The 
benefits are listed- 
• Opportunity to learn additional programming languages and 
other tools. 
• Hand-on experience in planning and handling a project. 
• Improving the time management of certain ta ks. 
• Chances to know and use new technologie and e era! 
different software, which are not familiar before. 
• Experiencing the real world problem olving concept . 
• Skilled for documentation in writing and pre entation of proj . ·t. 
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Appendix A: Data Sets 
Appendix B: System Screen h t 
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System Screen Shots: 
Neural Drug Prediction 
Input fields: 
~neural drug preCJiction x 
1 Sex 
-: r Male 
r. Female 
Cholesterol Level 
r: Normal 
r. [8.fo"~ 
Age Sodium to Potassium ratio 
r25.354 
Blood Pressure 
r Low 
c- Normal 
C. High 
Predict Results _I 
Drug Predicted Result 
Confidence Factor 
OK Cancel Un
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Output fields: 
xj 
Age Sodium to Potassium ratio 
' Sex· · 
i C Male 
f'• Female 
' Cholesterol Level 
r Normal 
r. High 
Blood Pressure 
r Low 
r Normal 
r. High 
I 
r r·;~cii~t .. R~;·~·1i; 1 'I 
• :. '. 1,~ 
Drug Predicted Result 
!ci;~9y··· . 
Confidence Factor 
fo~9929os 
OK J Cancel 
Output field gives result of the predicted drug based on the conditi n input 
in the input fields and gives the confidence fact r of the predicted re ult. Un
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Kohonen Drug Prediction (Cluster) 
Input fields: 
Sodium to Potassium ratio 
f25.354 
Sex Cholesterol Level 
r: Male 
(;" Female 
r NORMAL 
r. l8.I~.HJ 
Blood Pressure 
Predict Result 
r: LOW 
' r NORMAL x coordinate 
• ...- HIGH 0 
y coordinate 
0 
OK Cancel 
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Output fields: 
x' 
r· LOW 
, .... NORMAL 
1.;· HIGH 
Age 
j23 
Sodium to Potassium ratio 
f25 354 
Sex r Cholesterol Level 
c· Male r NORM.6.L 
r. HIGH <-;- Female 
8 load Pressure 
x coordinate 
y coordinate 
~ 
OK _I . Cancel 
The kohonen drug prediction gives the coordinate f the clu tcr drug ink 
maps. 
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Decision Tree Drug Prediction 
Input fields: 
xi 
Predict Result _J 
.6.ge 
rn---- Sodium to Potassium ratio 125354 
Blood Pressure 
c: LOW 
(' NORMAL 
Cholesterol Level 
I NORMAL 
r. iH'it~H: : : 
r•- HIGH 
Static 
Drug Type 
w----"··--·- 
Cofidence Factor 
OK Cancel_ J 
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Output fields: 
' xl1 
r Blood Pressure 
r- LOW 
t· NORM.6.L 
1 Cholesterol Level 
, r: NORMAL 
f. HIGH 
Age 
~ 
Sodium to Potassium ratio 
125354 ---· 
r;· HIGH 
Static 
Drug Type 
j5 
Cofidence Factor 
OK j . Cancel j 
The decision tree drug prediction is a rule-based technique. The integer 
indicates in the Drug Type field represent Drug Y. h typ of' drug 
represent by the integer is as follows: 
0 : UNKNOWN 
1 : DRUG A 
2 : DRUG B 
3 : DRUGC 
4 : DRUG X 
5 : DRUG Y 
The confidence factor given is in ratio 0 and I. 
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